The traditional definition of a relative approximation error of an estimate x as the ratio | x − x| |x| does not work when the actual value x is 0.
How relative error is usually defined: reminder. There are two main ways to gauge how accurate is an estimate x of the actual (not precisely know) value x (see, e.g., [3] ):
• the absolute approximation error defined as | x − x|, and • the relative approximation error which is usually defined as ratio of the absolute error and the actual value:
Since the actual value x is now known exactly, we cannot compute the exact values of the corresponding errors. Often, however, we know the upper bounds on one of these errors (or or both of them). Such an upper bound serves as a description of approximation accuracy: we can say that we have an approximation with an accuracy of ±0.1, or with an accuracy of 5%.
The problem with the usual definition of a relative error. When the actual value is positive or negative, relative error makes perfect sense: the smaller the relative error, the close the estimate x to the actual value x. However, in a frequent situation when the actual value is 0, relative error does not make sense: no matter how close is our estimate x to 0, the relative error is infinite. It is therefore desirable to come up with a more adequate relative description of approximation error.
A new definition of the relative error: a suggestion. We propose, when defining relative error, to divide the absolute error not by the actual (not precisely known) value x, but rather by the approximate (known) value x. In other words, we propose the following new definition of the relative approximation error:
An argument in favor of the new definition. With this new definition, if we know the approximate estimate x, and we know the upper bound δ on the relative error r, we can conclude that the actual value x is somewhere between
For example, if we have an approximate value 2, and we know that the relative error is no more than 5%, then in this new definition this would simply mean that the actual value is somewhere between 2 − 0.05 · 2 = 1.9 and 2 + 0.05 · 2 = 2.1.
In contrast, in the traditional definition, it is not straightforward to come up with an interval of possible values.
How to extend this definition to interval estimates? Often, instead of a numerical estimate x, we have an interval estimate [x, x], i.e., an interval [x, x] which is guaranteed to contain the actual (unknown) value x; see, e.g., [1, 2, 3] . How can we define relative accuracy of this interval estimate?
Discussion. In principle, we can select an arbitrary value x within this interval. For each selection, we get different values of a relative error depending on which of the values x from the interval [x, x] is the actual value of the corresponding quantity.
Thus, for this selection x, the only guarantee that we can make about the relative error is that it does not exceed the maximum value 
Comment. In other words, the relative approximation error is defined as
How to actually compute this relative approximation error?
The above definition may be reasonable, but it does not lead to straightforward computations. These computations can become easier if we use the following equivalent definition:
Proposition.
• When x and x have the same sign, then
• When x and x are of different signs, i.e., when x < 0 < x we have
Comment. When x and x have the same sign, r can be equivalently defined as the ratio of the interval's radius x − x 2 to the absolute value of the interval's midpoint x + x 2 .
Proof.
is a convex function of x, its maximum is attained at one of the endpoints, i.e.,
i.e.,
) .
The first of the two maximized functions is increasing in x, the second is decreasing in x, so the minimum is attained when these two functions have the same value, i.e., when
This equality leads to
In this case, r = r( x) becomes the desired value
• . The case when x < x ≤ 0 can be proven similarly.
4
• . Let us now consider the remaining case, when x < 0 < x.
4.1
• . When x < 0 < x and x ≥ 0, we get
i.e., r( x) = max
Both maximized functions are decreasing with x, so the minimum is attained when x takes the largest possible value, i.e., when x = x. For this value x, the corresponding expression for r( x) takes the form r(x) = max
Since the first of the two maximized expressions is always non-negative, we get
4.2
• . Similarly, when x < 0 < x and x < 0, the smallest possible value of r( x) is attained when x = x, in which case r(x) =
x − x |x| .
4.3
• . In general, for ]underlinex < 0 < x, the smallest possible value r is thus the smallest of the values r(x) and r(x) corresponding to two possible cases x ≥ 0 and x < 0. In other words, r = min
These two fractions have the same numerator, so the smallest value corresponds to the largest denominator:
The proposition is proven.
